In 1 w e proved the following Representation Theorem: Every complete lattice L can be r epresented as the lattice o f c omplete congruence r elations of a complete distributive lattice K. In this note we consider the same representation problem for special classes of complete distributive lattices.
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The two best known in nitary identities are the Join Proof. Indeed, by Lemma 2, K has a dual embedding into L. I f L is nite, then so is K. Therefore, the complete congruence lattice of K is the same as the congruence lattice of K, and it is isomorphic to L, which is a nite Boolean lattice, a contradiction. If L is a chain with more than two elements, then by the dual embedding so is K. H o w ever, the complete congruence lattice of K is the same as the congruence lattice of K, which is isomorphic to L; this can never be a chain for a complete chain K with more than two elements.
